
                   
Along with about twenty other VCCC club members, I 
attended Denise Wenger's epic workshop program at Chris 
Zsarney's commercial photography studio in Ventura.  For 
many it was their first exposure to a seeing a commercial 
photographer’s studio, and to all of us it was a enlightening 
and educational experience. The meeting was preceded 
with a pizza & salad meal. Chris's mother Judy and 
photography assistant Pete were on hand to assist with all 
the photo props.  

Chris had prepared a demonstration program 
photographing grilled mini-hamburgers (sliders!).    

He started the program by shooting only the sliders on 
buns. He used a macro 100 mm lens on a Canon DSL 
camera and two or three strobe lights and reflector 
combinations. His camera was tethered to a computer and 
the images were displayed on both the computer screen 
and on an additional larger screen within a few moments 
after each click of the shutter. Several shots were taken and 
each image was analyzed for correct focus, lighting, 
shadows, and positioning before another shot was taken.  
This process continued until the image was evaluated to be 
exactly what Chris deemed to be good.  

At this point the Slider was then embellished with sauces 
and trimmings, then another series of images was taken 
with a careful visual inspection of each image with 
subsequent camera or position adjustments.  French fries 
were added with yet another series of images taken, and 
finally a glass of beer was added. Once again several shots 
were taken and the beer was sprayed with air until it had a 
perfect head on it. 
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Prez Pad (cont’d) !!!
The final image produced a delicious looking meal that even made my 
mouth water. 
I was totally impressed with the detail and time involved in producing 
such a beautiful image. I am now quite anxious to try my hand at table 
top photography but I think I will pass on doing food shots especially 
around meal time.  In addition, I wont be using a macro lens nor 
strobes or any of the expensive professional equipment used by Chris. 
!
Regards, !
Bernie 
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Photographic Musings with Photobakobob 
! !

A Visit to the Big Apple of Camera Stores !!
New York, New York. There is no end to fascinating places to visit and awe-inspiring scenes to view in 
this great city. On a recent visit, we went to many of the predictable locations. The Metropolitan 
Museum had a retrospective of Garry Winograd photography, including many images not previously 
displayed. (I did wonder how some of them would do in our club critique sessions, but that’s another 
column.) Of course, we went to the new 9/11 Museum. It was magnificent and the impact was beyond 
words. !

But for photographers, the place to go in New York is 
the largest camera store in the US, B&H Photo. It 
occurred to me that a column about this famous 
source of photographic equipment and (if you want it) 
advice, would be of interest to our members. I usually 
stop by there when in the city.  This time I contacted 
Henry Posner, B&H Director of Corporate 
Communications, to see if he would have time to talk 

and to obtain permission to take a few photos in the store. He graciously 
assented, and we met in front of the store on 9th Avenue.   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

First, a little background and a few statistics. B&H was founded by Herman and 
Blimie Schreiber in 1973 in lower Manhattan, initially as a film shop. It grew and moved to its current 
location in 1997. Its two floors of retail space amount to 70,000 square feet. In addition, it has offices 
nearby and a warehouse operation in Brooklyn. B&H employs 1500 people.   
                                          !

We began with a quick tour through the various departments as Henry told me 
about what was going on.  Although we photographers are mostly interested in 
photo stuff, the store is actually called “B&H Photo Video Pro Audio,”  and we 
passed by an array of large screen televisions, audio and video equipment of all 
descriptions, and computers.  You can buy a mini-drone there, too, but using it 
for photography could get you in trouble. Check your local laws. !

As a former computer nerd, I was interested in the two 3D printers on 
display and being demonstrated. Henry told me that a couple of college 
students had used one to make an artificial hand for a child. I thought that 
was pretty cool. !
The lighting department was large and interesting. Formerly they had 
separate lighting areas for video and still photography, but they found it 
increasingly difficult to maintain the distinctions in function between the 
two applications, and customers were going back and forth from one department to the other to find 
what they needed.  Now all of the lighting is in one department.  !
B&H still has a film department, and I observed that it was busy.  They also do processing. Even in 
this advanced digital age, it is possible to continue the use of that venerable technology. 
We went by the used department, too. Although they have some collectable cameras, that is not their 
forte. I did see a few interesting items there; for example, a Sigma 200-500mm f/2.8 for only $20,000.  
I wouldn’t suggest hand holding it unless you are in exceptional shape. It weighs 34.5 lb.
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Photobakobob (cont’d) !!
Of course, the photography department was large and 
comprehensive. But what impressed me most about the 
department was that it wasn’t just a long counter with an array of 
cameras in cases.  Rather, it was separated into brand-name 
kiosks, often with a manufacturer’s representative in the kiosk. It 
was, according to Henry, like a photography show six days a 
week (they are closed on Saturday). It’s not that the store 
employees don’t know the products, but being able to speak with 
the manufacturer’s rep often can result in a whole new level of 
information. And even if it doesn’t, it gives you an opportunity to 
offer suggestions (or gripes) which you hope will find their way to 
the right people. !
In addition to the vast number of items for sale, the store had numerous employees ready to assist 
customers. Whether one needs to find a department, figure out the best item to buy for a particular 
purpose, and/or just make a purchase, there always seemed to be someone around to help. !
After the tour Henry and I went to a conference room where we talked for about 30 minutes. Here’s  
what I Iearned: !
• Henry has been at B&H for 20 years. He is a former professional photographer. 
• Employees are evaluated on: product knowledge, customer satisfaction as determined by 

feedback ratings, and promptness (this is very important). 
• One of Henry’s jobs requires him to respond to customer complaints. In doing so, he determines 

the facts of the situation, acknowledges errors if they occur, and does his best to make things 
right. He also can cut red tape if necessary, something a salesperson would not have the authority 
to do.  This might involve allowing a return after the deadline, for example, depending on the 
situation. 

• B&H examines customer feedback to look for ways to improve customer service and experience. 
Henry said he would rather change the policy or procedure causing a problem than continue to fix 
the same problem over and over.  

• I asked Henry what advice he had for Ventura Camera Club members who might be considering a 
purchase from B&H. His response: 

Since sales representatives do not receive commissions and are not evaluated on sales; B&H 
does not have sales contests; and customers are never pressured to buy anything, but sales 
representatives are evaluated on customer feedback, 
Therefore it is in the customer’s best interest to give the sales representative as much 
information as possible about needs and goals so that the representative can provide the 
optimum amount of assistance. !

Am I a B&H fan? Obviously yes, but I do buy from other stores, too.  
And just for the record, no one paid me to write this (unless you count 
the B&H baseball cap Henry gave me).  !
Next time you are in New York, I recommend a visit to B&H. Just put it 
on the list with the Museum of Modern Art and Rockefeller Center.  !
Photobakobob !
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!
Exploring Digital Photography with Photonaut! !

“Tether Your Camera” !
At the recent VCCC professional studio event graciously hosted by Chris Zsarney in his Ventura studio, 
I noticed he had his camera tethered (connected) to a computer so that he could see on his computer 
monitor screen (in about one second) the image he had just taken.  This is not the first time I have seen 
a pro doing this. !
Several years ago, I was fortunate to spend a day watching a pro inside a studio in LA doing an 
automobile shoot.  He often did glossy magazine ads for car manufacturers, and it was obvious he had 
his own process well worked out.  He was like an orchestra conductor moving the cars and professional 
models around in the camera’s frame, and pushing the giant strobe units on wheels with umbrellas here 
and there.  There were about 20 to 25 people on the set, including models, hair stylists, fashion 
directors, art directors, photography assistants, etc, and a strange assortment of people in the back of 
the room staring at their laptops.  I wondered what they were doing.  Once in a while one of them would 
jump up and run in front of the camera to fix a wrinkled sleeve or an off centered collar.  After a while I 
realized they were all looking at the images wirelessly on their laptops one by one as they were being 
captured by the camera, and looking for mistakes that could be easily corrected in the next image, 
especially problems with the model’s costumes.  Considering the number of people involved in the 
photoshoot, any problems that could not be corrected later in post production would be a costly mistake 
to redo.  Tethering the camera so the images can be critically evaluated by multiple people almost 
immediately is a modern necessity in that type of commercial photography. !
Why tether the camera?  It allows multiple people to see what is being captured, and it also allows the 
photographer to see the images in much greater detail than what can be seen on the camera’s back 
screen.  It is excellent for checking critical focus, lighting, and for reviewing compositional decisions. 
Nearly all DSLRs can be tethered with a cable, or by wireless means.  The USB cable you use to 
connect your camera to a computer to download your images can be used to capture tethered images.  
That is the same cable that came with your camera.   !
In some cases, the file download software that came with your camera has tethering capabilities built 
in, like the Canon EOS Utility software that comes with Canon DSLR cameras.  That is what I use, it 
allows you to control your camera from the computer, plus it lets you view full screen each captured 
image in less than one second.  That is extremely nice if your computer has a big monitor.  There are 
other cable options available, for example you can connect an iPad and use the iPad’s built in software 
to view captured images.  Nikon Camera Control Pro 2 does not come with Nikon cameras, but it is 
available for Nikon shooters.  Lightroom has tethered camera functions built in, and it supports many 
available DSLRs. I noticed that Chris Zsarney was using CaptureOne software, a highly regarded 
professional third party software product. !
Besides using cables, cameras can also be tethered wirelessly.  The pro doing the automobile photo 
shoot 3 years ago was doing that, he had a memory card in the camera that also had a built in radio 
transmitter.  There are several products available. I don’t know which one he was using.  Some of the 
newest cameras also have wireless tethering built in, such as the Canon 6D.  The 6D can be set up to 
act as a host internet router, and all computers with wi-fi capability (which is most of them including 
desktops, phones, and iPads) can connect to the camera for both live view mode and for tethered 
image capture. !
Needless to say, there are many instances where camera tethering doesn’t work well.  Being out in the 
sun where a computer screen cannot be seen is a perfect example.  Tethering by cable can be 
frustrating if the cable is not long enough to move the camera where it needs to be.  Some wireless 
systems are reported to be slow. !
Anyway, try it.  You might like it…. 

  Photonaut !!
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2014 Field Trip Opportunities – VCCC  (updated 8/27/14)  !
Daylight Savings Time:  March 9 – November 2

Month / Date Place / Attraction Notes / Comments Interests

Saturday 
August 23  !

“Wings Over Camarillo” Air Show 
Historic World War II era, Korean 
War vintage aircraft, and 
experimental aircraft.  Upside-down 
helicopter flying. 
http://wingsovercamarillo.com

Ken MacGregor will host this 
field trip, having experience 
shooting at previous air shows. 
$15 general admission 
Gates open 9:00 am 
Show 12:00-4:30 pm

Panning 
Fast shutter 
Long lens 
Short lens 

Reschedule 
TBD

Santa Barbara Zoo 
500 Niños Drive, Santa Barbara !
http://www.sbzoo.org/visitor-infor/plan-your-
visit 

Adults $15 / Seniors 65+ $12 
Parking $6 
Hand feed giraffes while taking 
photos up close. $6 
For 15 min between 11:30-1:30

Animals 
Scenic 
Landscape 
Botanical

Saturday 
October 18 
(Tentative, based on 
member interest) 

LA County Museum of Art 
(LACMA) 
5905 Wilshire Bl., Los Angeles 
(323) 857-6000 !

• Levitated Mass, a large rock 
from a local quarry. 

• Urban Lights exhibit

Afternoon & 
twilight  
photography

Saturday & Sunday 
Sept 13 & 14 

California Street Longboard 
Classic Surf Contest 
Seaside near the Crown Plaza 

http://www.venturasurfclub.org/
cstreet/photos.php 

Saturday 
August 30

Ventura Nationals 
Hot Rod & Motorcycle Show 
Ventura County Fairgrounds 
http://www.venturacountyfair.org/
events/

9:00am – 4:00pm 
$15 adults

December 6 Ventura Harbor Parade of Lights Admission is free 
Judging takes place near the 
Harbor Patrol dock by the 
entrance to the Keys.

Long 
Exposure 
Night shots 

Other Community Events Worth Noting (not group field trips):
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!
2014 Field Trip Opportunities – VCCC  (updated 8/3/14) !!

Time & Tides – Ventura / Channel Islands 
http://www.saltwatertides.com/dynamic.dir/californiasites.html#barbara !!!
More Field Trip Suggestions from Fellow Members: !
Within 45 miles:      Less than 100 miles: 
Loons Beach (Summerland)    Hollywood at Night 
El Matador Beach (Malibu)     Observatory at Sunset 
Ventura Mission      Morrow Bay 
Local Ventura Beach - Sunset       
Local Ventura Surfers (waterfront promenade) 
Local Downtown Ventura Architecture    More than 100 miles: 
Nite Shooting Downtown Ventura Main Street  Pt Lobos State Beach (Monterey/Carmel) 
Ventura City Hall      Mono Lake 
Butterfly Grove - Santa Barbara (Nov-Feb)  Huntington Beach 
Santa Barbara Zoo      Yosemite National Park 
Getty Museum/Center     Kings Canyon  
Anacapa Island (Island Packers Ventura Marina) Sequoia Park 
Topanga Park      Big Sur 
Santa Barbara Mission 
Santa Barbara Botanical Garden !!
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!
     Club Announcements   

!!!!!!!!!!
Membership Renewal !
Only members in good standing may submit images for judging.   If necessary, please talk to 
Joyce Schoppe, our Membership Chairperson, at the next meeting, or send an email to Joyce at: 
membership@venturacountycameraclub.com  
  !
Instructions for Digital Projection Entries!  !
Please ensure your files are correctly labelled in accordance with the required format: (this is not 
new!) Some people are doing it wrong, and that creates extra work for the digital entry coordinator. 
      
Required:  LastnameFirstname_IMAGE TITLE_month-year_category.jpg !
examples…  SmithJohn_ENTER AT OWN RISK_03-14_Assigned.jpg !
   LehrerNancy_NOTHING WORTH WATCHING_3-14_Open.jpg !
Note that the TITLE must be all CAPS! That is so it can be seen in the darkened room and read out 
loud.  Note where the _underscores_ go, and where they don’t!  The date is optional but recommended. !
All images submitted for projection must be in jpg format with pixel dimensions not to exceed 1024 
width and 768 height (1024x768).  Images that exceed either of these dimensions will not work with the 
Club’s projector and therefore will not be shown. !
Images must be emailed to:  digitalentries@venturacountycameraclub.com no later than 6:00 pm on 
the Monday prior to the meeting.   !
Entries received after the deadline, mislabeled, or too large to project will not be shown and will 
not receive a critique from the judge.  !!
Please Share Your Images! !
A selection of digital Merit Award images from the previous meeting are normally displayed in each 
month’s Newsletter. !
If you want to share any of your special images with the club in a future Newsletter, please send them 
to:   editor@venturacountycameraclub.com  
     !
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!
Club Announcements (cont’d) !

Congratulations to Our September Merit Winners! !!
Prints: !

“Got Milk” by Chris Borel !
“Your Attention Please” by Bernie Goldstein !

“For a Rainy Day”; “The Evening Star”; “After the Rain” all by Albert Huen !
“Park Bench” by Susannah Kramer !

“Carving Ripples” by JP Watson !!
Digital Assigned: !

“Flying Horse” by John Ferritto !
“The Eagle Has Almost Landed” by Ed Pinsky !

“Hummingbird” and “Surfer” by Israel Rios !
“Strike Low and Inside” and “We’re Beating them” by Sal Santangelo !!

Digital Open: !
“Timothy” by Chris Borel !

“One Last Ride”  and “Green Diamonds” by Ron Brubaker !
“Bronk Rider” by John Ferritto !

“Flamingo Dreamsicle” by David Frank !
“Park N Ride” by Bernie Goldstein !
“Neuro Illusion” by Bryan McCall !

“Nice Ice” by Ed Pinsky !
“The Gals Love Me” and “Burst of Colors” by Gina Ramsay !

“An Indian Sadu” by Sal Santangelo !
“Having Fun” by Al Sarnelle !

“Reflection” by Denise Wenger !
“Piglets” by JP Watson !
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Sample September Digital Merit Awards 

!
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!
September Digital Merit Awards (cont’d) 
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by John Ferritto
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September Digital Merit Awards (cont’d) !
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!
September Digital Merit Awards (cont’d) !
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“An Indian Sadu” by Sal Santangelo
“Piglets” by JP Watson

“Hummingbird” by Israel Rios
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!
Club Announcements (cont’d) 

!
2014 Topic Assignment Schedule:

January: Earth Without the Hand of Man 

February: Unusual Perspectives 

March:  Long Exposure 

April:  Tell Me a Story 

May: Botanic 

June: “Prints Only” meeting, no assigned topic 

July: Lonely or Solitary  

August: Ridiculous & Absurd 

September: Action 

October: Creative Patterns (Geometrical) 

November: Monochrome 

December: End of year judging, no assigned topic  

!
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Canon Factory Repair Announcement: 

The Canon Factory Repair Service Center moved on 22 Sept 2014 from Alton Pkwy in Irvine CA 
to 123 Paularino Ave, Costa Mesa, CA 92626-3311.  Hours for the walk-in drop off and pick up 
counter are Monday-Friday 8am-6pm. 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Announcement from Denise Wenger, Workshop Coordinator: 

October Workshop 

Wednesday October 22nd at the Poinsettia Pavilion 

Take Your camera Off “P” Mode,  Presented by Roy Allen 

If you want to make images in lieu of just clicking the shutter, you will want to be at this meeting. 

Also, Bring Your Camera! 
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Club Announcements (cont’d) 
!
Club Meeting Info: 

All Welcome!  Please come to the next meeting of the Ventura County Camera Club on...  

Wednesday, October 8th, at 7 pm.  Poinsettia Pavilion, 3451 Foothill Rd, Ventura CA 93003 

Our scheduled Judge for Oct:    Ines Roberts        
!!

------------- !
2014 Refreshment Schedule: !

JAN - John Ferritto !
FEB - Ed Nailor !

MAR - David Paumier !
APR - Allyson Barnes !

MAY - Bruce & Joyce Schoppe !
JUN - Nancy Lehrer !

JUL - Susannah Kramer !
AUG - Harold Epstein !

SEP - JP Watson !
OCT - Ken MacGregor !

NOV - Don Hoffman & Sharon Kolsch !!!
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Club Announcements (cont’d) 
!!
VCCC 2014 Year-End Print Competition !
Who Can Compete: 
Each member may enter unlimited 2014 “qualifying merits” with no limit per category. !
Qualifying Merit: 
Any print or digital image entered for critique during a 2014 monthly general club meeting that 
received a “merit” by a judge.  If it did not receive a “print merit” or “digital merit,” it cannot be 
entered into the year-end competition. !
Prints: 
This is a year-end PRINT competition.  All photos entered must be prints.  Therefore, any 
“digital merits” to be entered for competition must be printed. !
As with all VCCC print guidelines, each entry must not exceed 16x20” and must be properly 
labeled on the back near the top.  Entry forms will be provided in advance. !
When: 
Bring your qualifying print entries to the November 12 general meeting where they will be 
collected.  Prints will be returned to you at the close of the January 28 banquet. !
Any print entered for critique at the November 12 general meeting that receives a “merit” by 
the judge, qualifies for entry into the year-end competition, if desired. !
Any digital merit entered for critique at the November 12 general meeting that receives a 
“merit” by the judge will be allowed to be printed within one week and submitted to Susannah 
Kramer no later than Wednesday, November 19, if desired. !
Judging: 
In December, three (3) professional judges will participate in the process of judging all entered 
prints.  THERE WILL NOT BE A GENERAL CLUB MEETING IN DECEMBER. !
Awards: 
1st, 2nd and 3rd place ribbons will be awarded per category.  However, each member can only 
win one “place” ribbon per category, with the exception of honorable mentions (HM) or judge’s 
choice (JC). !
Other: 
The judges and/or the pre-judging committee may transfer any entry to another category if they 
feel the entry is obviously entered in the wrong category. !!
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Club Announcements (cont’d) 
!
VCCC 2014 Year-end Print Competition (cont’d) !
Categories: !

1. Nature:  
• Landscapes (rural or urban) 
• Waterscapes 
• Cityscapes 
• Sunsets 
• Wildlife 
• Nature images 
• Nature abstracts 
• Outdoor scenics !

2. Urban / Photojournalism: 
Photos that tell a story (not contrived) 

• People candids 
• Story-telling news 
• Sports / action 
• Social / public events 
• Human interest 
• Architecture 
• Environmental portraits !

3. Portraits /  Still Life: 
Intended to be portraits or still life, which allow “setting up for the shot” 

• Formal or informal portraits 
• Group portraits 
• Animals or pet portraits 
• Still life (any kind) !

4. Botanic: 
Can be shot in natural or studio setting 

• Flowers 
• Vegetables 
• Fruits 
• Plants 
• Floral portraits 
• Close-up images of flowers !

5. Abstract / Digital Art / Other: 
Photos manipulated for artistic purposes, and miscellaneous “other” images 

• Digital art 
• Special effects 
• Altered reality 
• Creative patterns 
• Textured images 
• Abstracts !

6. B&W 
Black and white, monochrome or sepia (any subject) !!!
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!
Professional Announcements 

!
http://www.sherronsheppard.com      http://www.sheppardphotography.com!
 
Rangefinder Magazine article featuring Sherron's work:  
http://www.rangefinderonline.com/features/how-to/Composition-and-Design-3281.shtml!!
————————————————————————————————————————————— !
Dan Holmes Photography Workshops, Tours, and Photo Adventures: !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
For detailed info on planned workshops and expeditions, go to:!!
http://www.danholmesphoto.com/Danholmesphoto.com/Workshops.html!!
Dan Holmes Photo         
805-643-1086   805-701-5559 cell   Ventura, Ca. 93001   Danholmesphoto@gmail.com!!
————————————————————————————————————————————— !
Robert Fields Photography !
http://www.robertfields.com !
(805) 650-2770
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! !
Professional Announcements (cont’d) 

!
Mark Jansen Photography and Expedition Workshops: 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Workshops/Expeditions: !
For detailed info on planned workshops and expeditions, go to:!!
 http://www.jansenphotoexpeditions.com/Pages/default.aspx!!
————————————————————————————————————————————— !
Sam and Patricia Gardner - Medici Portraiture Studio !
http://www.mediciportraiture.com/about-medici-portraiture/meet-the-artists-sam-patricia-gardner-fine-art-photographer !
————————————————————————————————————————————— !
Gary Moss Photography !
http://www.garymossphotography.com !
(213) 706-2073 !
————————————————————————————————————————————— !
Chris Zsarnay  -  Z Studios !
http://www.zstudios.com !
(805) 644-5554 !!
————————————————————————————————————————————— !
Greg Cooper - Brooks Institute !
email:  gcooper@brooks.edu !
(805) 585-8089
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!
Club Officials for 2014 

President:  
Bernie Goldstein 
---------------------------------------------	


Vice President:              
Susannah Kramer 

Treasurer:                       
Susannah Kramer 

Judge Coordinator:             
Bryan McCall 

Website:                                    
Ken Clunis 

Newsletter:                               
Ken MacGregor 

Digital Entry Coordinator:   
Albert Huen 

Membership:                         
Joyce Schoppe 

Field Trip Coordinator:             
JP Watson 

Workshop Coordinator:     
Denise Wenger 

Room Setup:                            
Ken MacGregor,   Allyson Barnes, 
John Ferritto, Sal Santangelo 

General Advisors:                  
Don Hoffman 
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For Sale by Member: !
For sale: X-rite eye-one display2 professional 
monitor calibrator. It comes with everything in 
original box, and is able to calibrate all LED, 
CRT, and laptop monitors. I can help you do 
your initial calibration.  Paid $187.50.  Asking 
$50. Amazon is selling identical used ones 
for $100 to $150.  I bought a Spyder4 
recently, so I no longer need it.  If interested, 
contact Albert at 981-1499.
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